Toyota sienna speaker replacement

The right front door speakers in my Toyota Sienna started making a rattling noise. Pretty soon
the left front speakers followed and I could not listen to music like I used to. This report will
explain how to repair or replace these speakers. This report should apply to the Toyota Sienna
models from to , which use similar components. The audio system is by JBL. There are 6
speakers total: 2 tweeters at the sides of the front dash, 2 midbass or subwoofers speakers at
the front bottom corners of the front doors, and two midrange speakers at the rear. The
speakers that we need to replace or repair are 6. They are rated for 30 watts and have
impedance of 2. Insert the screwdriver at the front edge of the armrest panel and gently pry it
up. Next just use your hand and pull the panel straight up from the loosened area and you
should feel more of the restraining clips release. Go from the front to the rear as shown in the
following images. The arm rest panel should now be completely free. Set it aside. Next find the
courtesy light located at the rear corner of the door. Insert the flathead screwdriver behind the
grey enclosure and pry it gently from both sides. One side should come out easier than the
other. It snaps back on easily. Also there is a metallic clip on one side which may fall out or
inside the door panel. It also fits back into the side of the grey enclosure easily. It should come
out easily, without using too much force. Remove the screw located at the center of the door
lock housing. Insert the flathead screwdriver between the lock and plastic bezel and gently pry
it partially out. Then insert the screwdriver between the door release handle and the plastic
bezel and pry it there as well. Go back and forth between these areas to release the bezel. It
should release fully without having to use too much force. Most of everything that needs to be
removed in order to take out the door panel has been removed. Next we need to remove the 3
remaining screws there are 4 total. There are 2 located behind the armrest, so remove those and
store them away safely. The final screw is located behind a button at the front of the door.
Gently pry all around the button using the flathead screwdriver, releasing it a bit at a time. Once
you have it off, remove the screw located behind it. Before the door panel can come off
completely, you also need to remove the automatic lock and window control unit. You have to
insert a screwdriver in the front, and press with a lot of force and pull the front up, but this is
very difficult to do. An easier way to do this is to take off the door panel partially, and to release
the unit from the inside. To do this, tug at the bottom compartment as shown, and the entire
bottom should come free. Next you have to release the rear side of the door. This is a bit more
difficult, but still easy. There are two plastic clips holding the panel to the sheet metal, and you
have to release them using your flathead screwdriver. Insert the screwdriver covered with tape
and also perhaps an old rag near the area where the two different types of plastics meet.
Another clip is located slightly lower, so you need to do the same thing a bit lower. You can pull
the panel out a bit with your hands to determine the location of the clip. The bottom and rear
side of the door panel should be completely free. Now there are two hooks holding the panel to
the sheet metal near the top front and top rear areas. You have to grab the top of the panel near
the window at the rear and pull it up, using a bit of force, until it unhooks and comes free. You
have to do the same at the top front area. The door panel should now be completely free, but
before you can set it aside you have to unhook the automatic lock and window control unit
wires. To do this, put your hand behind the panel after it has come free from the sheet metal,
and press at the front of the unit until it is released. It helps if you have another person holding
the panel while you are doing this. Take a look at the following pictures. It should come out
quite easily. Hook the door panel back into the sheet metal while you work on removing this
unit. Pull the unit to the front enough to release clip at the back, and it should be completely
free. You have to disconnect the two connectors. Use a screwdriver or your hands to press in
the connector clips while you pull it out. It should come out without using too much force as
well. So with everything off, the door should look like this. Lift at the top rear and top front near
the window area to release the panel completely. The plastic door panel should come off
completely. The speaker wire connector needs to be released next. It is located near the front
top of the door. Pull down the plastic waterproofing material just a bit. You can use waxpaper to
cover the glued area on the plastic so it does not collect dust. Next, release the connector. Once
the connectors have been released, you have to remove the speaker wire from the sheet metal.
It is attached via a hook. Use a flathead screwdriver to gently pry it out. Be careful not to press
or pull too hard, as the clip is fragile and it could break. The final step is to remove the speaker
assembly. There are three screws that attach it to the sheet metal. Loosen the screws in an
alternating manner, and then remove them all and pull out the speakers. The most common
problem is that the glue holding the outer edge of the foam has deteriorated and the foam
edging is not attached. If you are just looking to repair the speakers, simply attach the foam
edging back to the metal assembly using superglue or other strong adhesive and let dry for 24
hours. Make sure when handling the foam you are not too aggressive as it may break down
further. Replacement: If you are looking to replace the speakers, then there are four more

screws you need to remove. Once those have been removed, there are two clips between the
speakers and the back thick housing unit. You need to insert a flathead screwdriver between
these two small clips and pry to remove the speakers. There is a gasket between the plastic
assembly and speakers attached with glue, and you need carefully deattach that as well. If you
try to replace the speakers with a full range 6. These can be found at auto or hardware stores.
Conclusion: Try to fix the original speakers, or get them cheaply refoamed using a DIY kit or by
a professional. For best result with aftermarket speakers get midbass or subwoofers designed
to work at about watts. Update March I tried some full range 6. I also tried the above
recommended Pyramid speakers but they failed produced a similar rattling noise after months
of usage. However in those few months they sounded reasonably good. You can choose
between the Kicker, or another reliable pair of midbass speakers depending on what you are
looking for. A local speaker repair shop may be able to do that procedure for you. Also, to the
best of my knowledge, 2 ohm or 4 ohm impedance speaker units should be compatible with the
audio system in this vehicle. Search this site. Home Software Hardware About Contact. Xbox
Hardware. Optical Character Recognition. Your browser's Javascript functionality is turned off.
Please turn it on so that you can experience the full capabilities of this site. Do you still
remember the last time music put a big smile on your face? What it felt like when your body was
infused with the amazing clarity and deep vibrations of the sound? There is no reason to miss
that feeling when you are driving. When you rock out on the road and go places with Toyota, the
incredible JBL sound comes along - every single day. In JBL and Toyota teamed up with one
very distinct mission: to bring the sound of legendary concerts and rock tours to your car. In a
custom blend of art and science, we select, place and fine-tune each speaker to the interior of
the vehicle. Hundreds of hours of dedicated work and precision adjustments go into the
development of each JBL Toyota system. The result is a bold, vibrant sound. A sound that
makes you feel the difference and hear the truth. The Toyota 4Runner keeps it wild on the road
and the trail, and keeps your music booming as you go. The JBL Premium Sound system
features 15 speakers and a spectacular listening experience in every seat. For every journey,
the all-new Highlander is designed with you and your music in mind. Equipped with 11 powerful
speakers, Clari-Fi technology and custom-designed tuning, the Highlander creates an
unparalleled audio experience for every passenger. This space savvy, eco-conscious hybrid
started it all. The Prius is perfect for families who want to take great music everywhere. It has
features that are great for kids, better for parents, and best for music lovers who want
exceptional sound on every road trip. A JBL Premium Sound system with 10 powerful speakers
fills the roomy passenger cabin with clear, dynamic, low-distortion audio. The Tacoma is work
ready, family tough, and packs a powerful audio punch, with a JBL Premium Sound system and
7 perfectly positioned speakers. Take bold sound with you from workdays to weekends. The
Tundra is work ready, family tough, and packs a powerful audio punch, with a JBL Premium
Sound system and 12 perfectly positioned speakers. With enveloping surround sound and
eco-friendly technology, every passenger enjoys powerful audio performance. Capable by
nature, the off-road prowess of the Land Cruiser meets on-road refinement. At JBL, we strongly
believe in first-class quality music reproduction. Music must always preserve its character and
nature. Music is meant to be a full and rich emotional experience. The attitude determines how
we see and use technology. For JBL, technology has one purpose and one purpose only â€” to
serve the music! Every detail of the JBL sound system is precisely tuned to the interior of each
Toyota model. The result is a sound system which perfectly matches the design and individual
nature of your Toyota. At JBL we only use high-quality materials. Therefore the JBL sound
systems delivers crisp and clear sound. The amazing clarity and depth of the JBL sound makes
you feel like the concert is happening in your Toyota. Toyota Racing. This excellent audio
provides clear, rich sound with terrific separation, and truly stands out from the rest of the
audio options. The speaker system, which doesn't have a subwoofer that eats up space or adds
weight, creates a remarkable sound stage no matter which seat you find yourself in. We noticed
that you already have products in your cart. In order to add spare parts we have to empty your
current cart. We noticed that you already have spare parts in your cart. In order to add new
products we have to empty your current cart. Tuned in to the same wavelength In JBL and
Toyota teamed up with one very distinct mission: to bring the sound of legendary concerts and
rock tours to your car. Toyota 4Runner The Toyota 4Runner keeps it wild on the road and the
trail, and keeps your music booming as you go. System overview. Compact coaxials expand the
soundstage for front-seat passengers, reproducing vocals and instruments in the most
common frequencies. Passengers in every seat enjoy world-class sound delivered by
high-output woofers integrated with midrange speakers. The audio experience is solidified with
rich, deep bass. Mounted coaxially in the rear, these high-performance speakers enhance the
sonic image for rear passengers. Within its own enclosure, this subwoofer delivers deep, clear,

low-frequency effects and optimises response for the entire system. An intelligent amplifier that
delivers specific information to each speaker based on location, reflections and signal arrival
time. Audio is optimised, regardless of musical source. Toyota Camry A radically new Camry
deserves a radically new sound. Toyota Highlander For every journey, the all-new Highlander is
designed with you and your music in mind. Toyota Prius This space savvy, eco-conscious
hybrid started it all. A new, lightweight, high-performing design, engineered to ensure that
speakers, amplifier, equalisation and component placement work as an efficient ensemble.
Large woofers with acoustic lenses for improved sound dispersion everywhere in the vehicle,
present midrange and lower frequencies, including deep, dramatic, balanced bass. Large
woofers with integral acoustic lenses help fill the Prius with clear, low-distortion sound, with
bass response optimised for a variety of musical genres. A high-efficiency, high-performing
design with exceptional Sound Pressure Levels SPL and a simpler, lower mass architecture for
less power consumption. Neodymium magnet speakers handle frequencies from Hz to 3, Hz to
accurately reproduce most common frequency ranges. Compact, with diaphragms constructed
of metallic compounds moulded into extremely rigid yet lightweight shapes, these speakers
reproduce the highest frequencies. Front passengers enjoy world-class sound delivered by
high-output woofers integrated with front tweeters and midrange speakers. Mounted low to
enhance the sonic image for rear passenger, they combine with the rear tweeters to reproduce
the full range of audio, filling the Sequoia with powerful sound. Neodymium magnet
construction with a dedicated enclosure maximises bass output for a variety of musical genres
and optimises response for the entire system. It delivers power to 14 speakers,using surround
sound software to provide an enveloping audio experience for every passenger. Toyota Sienna
It has features that are great for kids, better for parents, and best for music lovers who want
exceptional sound on every road trip. They expand the soundstage, reproducing both high and
middle frequencies. These small, light speakers use neodymium magnets and metal-cone
diaphragms for outstanding response. Audio is optimized, regardless of musical source. Toyota
Tacoma The Tacoma is work ready, family tough, and packs a powerful audio punch, with a JBL
Premium Sound system and 7 perfectly positioned speakers. Hybrid speakers reproduce middle
frequencies to image the primary vocalist and high frequency sound, resulting in accurate,
nuanced sound for front passengers. With lightweight, high strength metal matrix diaphragm
construction, this speaker is optimally designed to reproduce the frequencies of the human
voice. It delivers power to 7 loudspeakers, optimizing balance and enhancing tonal blending
regardless of music or broadcast source, ensuring optimum audio in each seat. Toyota Tundra
The Tundra is work ready, family tough, and packs a powerful audio punch, with a JBL Premium
Sound system and 12 perfectly positioned speakers. Compact, with diaphragms constructed of
titanium compounds moulded into extremely rigid yet lightweight shapes, these speakers
reproduce the highest frequencies. With the ability to deliver both mid-level and low frequencies
and mounted low, they help provide a better listening experience for rear seat passengers. It
delivers power to 12 loudspeakers, optimizing balance and enhancing tonal blending regardless
of music or broadcast source, ensuring premium audio in each
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seat. Toyota Land Cruiser Capable by nature, the off-road prowess of the Land Cruiser meets
on-road refinement. Neodymium magnet speakers handle frequencies from Hz to 3, Hz to
accurately reproduce vocals and instruments. Mounted low to enhance the sonic image for rear
passenger, they combine with the rear tweeters to reproduce the full range of audio, filling the
Land Cruiser with powerful sound. It delivers power to 14 speakers, using surround sound
software to provide an enveloping audio experience for every passenger. Do you wish to
continue? Yes No. Sign up for the JBL Newsletter. View our Privacy Policy. Enter Email
Address. Support Buy Authentic. Authorized Dealers. Shipping Policy. Warranty Request.
Product Support. About Us Harman Corporate. Privacy Policy. Cookie Preferences. Security
Policy. Terms of Use. Why Buy Direct. Contact Us Contact Us. Our Brands. Link JBL Audio on
twitter. Link JBL on Youtube. All rights reserved. More about cookies Hide. I Agree More about
cookies.

